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Anti-Aging & Aesthetic Services

 Contact Us
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Anti-Aging & Aesthetic Services
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Schedule Today!



 Book Now




                    

                    







~ Monthly Specials ~

Botox  -  Dysport  -  IV Nutritional Therapy - Skin Rejuvenation






Experience The Benefits

LED BY BOARD-CERTIFIED ANTI-AGING SPECIALIST AND GENERAL SURGEON EDITH BEHR, MD, FACS


At Profound MedSpa, we understand the importance of taking care of your skin and maintaining a youthful appearance. With our state-of-the-art treatments and expertly trained staff, we are dedicated to helping you achieve the beautiful skin you deserve. In this article, we will discuss the benefits of our services and how they can help you improve your skin's health.













BOTOX® COSMETIC


The World's #1 Requested Aesthetic Therapy







BIOIDENTICAL HORMONE REPLACEMENT


BHRT for Overall Health







ICON™ LASER HAIR REMOVAL


Safe, Permanent & Effective














Our committed staff members are ready to help serving Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania, the Main Line and surrounding communities.








At Profound MedSpa, we understand the importance of taking care of your skin and maintaining a youthful appearance. With our state-of-the-art treatments and expertly trained staff, we are dedicated to helping you achieve the beautiful skin you deserve. In this article, we will discuss the benefits of our services and how they can help you improve your skin's health.







Facials


Facials are a popular treatment option for many people who want to rejuvenate their skin. At Profound Med Spa, we offer a variety of facial treatments to help improve the health and appearance of your skin. Our facials use the latest technology and techniques to ensure that you get the best results possible.

One popular facial treatment we offer is the microneedling facial. This treatment uses tiny needles to create microscopic injuries in your skin, which stimulates your body's natural healing response. This can help to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, as well as improve the overall texture and tone of your skin.







Injectables


Injectable treatments, such as Botox and dermal fillers, are another popular option for people looking to improve their skin's appearance. At Profound MedSpa, we offer a variety of injectable treatments to help you achieve your desired results.

Botox is a popular injectable treatment that can help to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. It works by temporarily relaxing the muscles that cause these lines and wrinkles, giving you a more youthful appearance.

Dermal fillers, on the other hand, are used to add volume to areas of your face that may have lost volume over time. They can also help to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. At Profound Med Spa, we offer a variety of dermal fillers to help you achieve your desired look.
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TempSure Envi

Maintain Beautiful Skin






SculpSure® Body Sculpting

Non-Invasive Contouring






Botox® Cosmetic

The World's #1 Requested Therapy












Skin Tightening


Skin tightening treatments are designed to help improve the appearance of loose or sagging skin. At Profound Med Spa, we offer a variety of skin-tightening treatments to help you achieve a more youthful appearance.

IPL Skin Rejuvenation treatment is one of the most effective treatments for smoothing out skin tone and texture and can help treat a variety of different skin conditions. IPL therapy clears the skin via intense pulse light therapy and helps to improve an array of the most common skin health and appearance complaints.

At Profound Med Spa, we are dedicated to helping you achieve the beautiful skin you deserve. Our state-of-the-art treatments and expertly trained staff can help you improve the health and appearance of your skin. Whether you're interested in facials, injectables, or skin-tightening treatments, we have something for everyone. Contact us today to schedule a consultation and take the first step towards beautiful, healthy skin.













Juvéderm Dermal Fillers


Whether you're bothered by wrinkles or lines appearing as parentheses around your mouth, cheeks that are flattening and drooping with age, or lips that have thinned as the years advanced, Juvéderm offers an injectable dermal filler that can help.



 Learn More













IV Therapy


Deliver fluids with vital nutrients directly into the bloodstream. Used to administer hydration, electrolytes, minerals, nutrients, and vitamins to patients quickly. This therapy method not only treats a wide array of health issues but is also administered for beauty and overall fitness benefits.



 Learn More









How Men Can Benefit From Laser Hair Removal


How Men Can Benefit From Laser Hair Removal When it comes to grooming and personal care, laser hair removal for men has emerged as a...


 Read More




The Benefits of a Therapeutic Deep Tissue Massage


The Benefits of a Therapeutic Deep Tissue Massage When it comes to relaxation and relief from the daily stresses of life, a therapeutic deep-tissue massage...


 Read More




Nitronox For a Low-Discomfort Experience


Nitronox For a Low-Discomfort Experience When it comes to conquering pain, modern medicine has made tremendous strides in ensuring that we don't have to endure...


 Read More





                    

                    







Superior Treatments
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